When leaders perform at their highest levels, organizations make giant strides forward. Whether you currently lead a business, a team, or aspire to lead both, the Leadership Development Institute will help you maximize your effectiveness. Guided by an expert facilitator, you will focus your learning on multiple leadership disciplines: understanding self, working with others, building teams and problem solving. Sessions are challenging, clear, interactive and practical, leaving you energized and inspired to inspire others. If you are ready to create an organization where people want to do their best, then you are ready for the Leadership Development Institute.
“The Leadership Development Institute helped me to better understand how to reach my potential to be the best leader for my team, and what I needed to work on to help us all succeed.”

Aaron Hansen, Hansen Scaffolding

WHO SHOULD PARTICIPATE AND WHY?
Cincinnati-based Leadership Excelleration developed the Leadership Development Institute exclusively for Goering Center members. In a unique format, seasoned CEOs and presidents work side by side with emerging leaders. This mix of tested experience and fresh perspective energizes and inspires participants while forming strong bonds across family and private businesses in our region.

OUR PRESENTER
Diane Egbers is founder and president of Leadership Excelleration. She has a gift for inspiring while being hands-on helping leaders surround themselves with the right talent to achieve high performance, sustain it over time, and to create cultures with leadership continuity.

The Goering Center is a valued partner delivering knowledge, connection and community.

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT?
This is a comprehensive program, accelerating performance over 10 half-day workshops:
1) Strengths based leadership
2) Personality style preferences
3) Performance coaching
4) Relationship management: emotional intelligence
5) Relationship management: conflict & negotiation
6) Team effectiveness & development
7) Cultivating a culture of team engagement
8) Leading change
9) Problem solving & decision making
10) Leading for high performance

REGISTRATION INFORMATION
Pricing Members
$4,000 per person

Non-Members
$5,200 per person

When:
The Leadership Development Institute is offered annually from March through November. Ten sessions are held every three weeks with a break in the summer. Sessions are a half-day, running from 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m., or from 1:00 to 5:00 p.m. Sessions are in-person unless University regulations mandate otherwise.

Team-building workshop:
The final session is a combined team-building and celebratory event with both the a.m. and p.m. class participants.

Contact:
David Miller, Membership Director
Phone: 513.556.5648; email david.miller@uc.edu

Diane Egbers
Leadership Excelleration

Next Generation Institute (NGI) is a registered mark; Next Generation Institute, NGI, Leadership Development Institute (LDI), Business Boards Institute (BBI), Communication and Culture Institute (CCI), BLUEPRINT, and Member Alignment Profile (MAP) are trademarks of the Goering Center for Family and Private Business.
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